
What Does It Take to Be a Leader?

Leadership is one of those words that carries a wide
range of connotations. By “leadership,” most people
picture someone who holds a formal title in a
corporate, organization, government, church,
educational or military setting – titles such as a
president, director, department manager, provost,
team leader, minister, project manager, pope, and so
on. Is leadership confined to these contexts?  No, it is
so much more.

In reality, leadership occurs everywhere. If there is life, leadership is taking place. Everyone is a leader.
That’s because leadership is really a mindset much more than a title. In fact, a title does not guarantee
true leadership even though those with powerful titles often have an enormous impact on the world
(regardless of whether the impact is desirable or destructive).

The mindset at the heart of leadership involves two dynamics – impact and responsibility. Impact is the
effect that each person has on other people – their families, communities, the environment, and the
world. When people are aware of their impact on others, and work toward having a positive influence
on others, they are engaging in positive or desirable leadership. When people ignore their impact, work
toward getting their objectives accomplished regardless of the impact on others, or are interested only
in being self-serving, they are engaging in negative or destructive leadership.

Responsibility is a leader’s willingness to notice the impact they have and to respond in a way that is
conscientious and appropriate. Even though everyone is responsible for their impact, not everyone
takes responsibility for it. People commonly deny responsibility by denying their impact or by blaming
others. It is much easier to deny or blame, than it is to take responsibility.

Imagine a world where everyone consistently pays attention to their impact, takes responsibility for it,
and chooses a response that is conscientious and appropriate. That alone would change the world. It
would exponentially reduce destruction and death. It would counteract conflict. It would alleviate
unnecessary pain.

To support your Leaders Journey, please accept my free offering – Success Tips for
Leaders.  This offering includes a tip each month delivered to your Inbox. To start
your monthly tips, click on the following link:

https://dblatimorepsg.coachesconsole.com/v2/web/leaders-journey-monthly-tips-
subscription.html


